The Building Blocks Of World-Class Factory Maintenance
No Matter How You Stack It Up, ATS Can Make Your Factory Run Better.

Now you can build a custom solution for all your maintenance and manufacturing services needs. With a wide range of maintenance services to choose from, ATS can put together a custom plan for your operation. From equipment moves to lubrication services to critical spares planning, ATS can do it all. And with a track record of providing turnkey production maintenance for some of the world’s most admired companies, ATS will work with you to build a strategic solution. Browse through our building blocks and see how ATS can help you build a world-class maintenance operation.
Preventive Maintenance Services
The overall benefit of preventive maintenance is substantial. ATS can provide a comprehensive PM program along with the manpower to get the job done.

Supplemental Maintenance
From long-term production maintenance support to seasonal help during extended shut downs, ATS has over 2,500 maintenance professionals at your service.

Maintenance Best Practices
Let ATS lay the ground work for world-class maintenance in your operation. From setting up a basic maintenance crib to a complete computerized maintenance management system, ATS will work with you every step of the way.

Machine Health Assessments
ATS performs a series of tests to assess the health and future performance of your manufacturing assets. From visual inspection to electronic monitoring, nothing is left uncovered.

Tool and Die Management
Our tool room management and maintenance services include tracking individual die strikes and providing sharpening services to prevent die failure.

Crane Maintenance and Certification
Through a detailed process and mechanical checklists, the ATS crane maintenance team will keep your cranes operating reliably and safely. ATS is also authorized to certify all of your cranes.

Calibration Services
On-site or in our calibration labs, ATS provides ISO 9001 standards for quality management systems. From power tools to electronics, ATS can meet all of your calibration needs.

MRO–Crib Management
For a comprehensive approach to crib management and MRO stock, ATS can add efficiency to your operation. ATS not only controls and reduces your inventory spend but it insure you have the right part at the right time.

Predictive Maintenance Services
Thermography, vibration analysis, ultrasound air leak screening and more. ATS offers a full menu of predictive maintenance services to choose from.

Maintenance Training
The ATS SkillPoint™ maintenance training provides on-site instructor-led, hands-on training for PLC, CNC, hydraulics, electrical and more—all delivered to your site through our mobile training fleet.
Product Quality Inspection
To assure that your manufactured products meet the specification requirements, ATS provides management and product inspection services.

Repairable Parts Management (RPM)
ATS offers on-site repairable parts management to assure that you have the right part at the right time. From complete crib control to managing critical spares, ATS is your parts partner.

Lubrication Services
The ATS lubrication partners will work with you to provide lubricant testing and analysis to reduce your lubrication spend by up to 50 percent.

Equipment Moves
Need help moving or setting up equipment? Whether you are moving one machine or your entire plant, ATS is at your service.

Heat Treat Maintenance and Rebuilds
From replacing failed firebrick to complete rebuilds, the ATS Heat Treat Team provides comprehensive maintenance services for all major furnace brands.

Continuous Improvement Projects
Equipment reliability has never been more important. The ATS maintenance engineering process and competency provides customers with ways they can save energy and water leading to a more sustainable manufacturing environment.

Critical Spares Planning
Let ATS’ team of parts professionals put together a critical spares plan based on the variables of your operation. Always have the critical spares you need waiting in the crib.

Disaster Recovery Services
When disasters strike, ATS can help you regain control fast. ATS has helped many manufacturers recover from tornados to floods. Our disaster recovery team is standing by to meet your needs.

4-Walls Comprehensive Maintenance
ATS provides complete wall-to-wall maintenance of all your manufacturing and facility assets. From HVAC, to asset lifecycle management and maintenance, ATS is your single source for a turnkey maintenance approach.

Let ATS Build A Custom Solution Around Your Needs.

877.662.4011
advancedtech.com
What They’re Saying...

“We had our biggest fall ever and ran better than ever. ATS deserves all the credit for this change. It’s been a great partnership and we feel this could take us a long way in improving World’s Finest Chocolate.”
–Eddie Opler, CEO-World’s Finest Chocolate

“ATS enabled us to take advantage of some Lean maintenance principles. Preventive maintenance, predictive maintenance, these were things we were aware of and we were doing in patches but not comprehensively across the plant until ATS.”
–Darryl Heffline, Vice President & General Manager-Cushman

“Since partnering with ATS and focusing on improving the reliability of our repairable assets, we have been able to reduce our overall costs while improving our manufacturing effectiveness.”
–Rod Kreinbrink, Senior Manager, Corporate Maintenance-Cooper Tire

“Since using ATS for our parts repair, we started noticing that we weren’t seeing the same parts being repaired over and over again. The ATS metrics really helped us see the cost associated with those repairs.”
–Keith Jernigan, Sourcing Director-Georgia-Pacific
Our Most Important Metric

ATS is committed to a zero-incident workplace. It’s a commitment that’s endorsed and enforced by every ATS employee.